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Honors students ask.
for program changes
innovations indicate "a crisis situation." Many things need to be done
and should be. We have been plugging away on some of these things
for a while."
Dr. Murray views the proposals as
a preliminary to opening up discussion on the topics. However,i)e does
say that "Some of the things proposed are out of the realm of
possibility, for financial reasons,
but the whole situation is so complex
and interwoven that I find it difficult
to discuss at this time."
Although juniors and seniors in
the H.A.B. program have usually
gotten together and discussed the
problems and benefits of the
program with the H.A.B. director,
·
Honors to page 8

students have had in the past, and
the need for a greater sense of community among the H.A.B. Both Dr.
The Honors Bachelor of Arts Murray and the H.A.B. students
students of Xavier University sub- stress that the proposals are being
mitted a prop~sal to Dr. ~obert J. discussed in "a creative and
Murray tofrevhlse and motdtf~ s~~e coope~~tive atmosphere of mutual
aspects o t e p~esen
·. · · effort."
program at a meetmg on Fnday,.
.
Many of the chan~es m t~e stuApril 18. The H.A.B. students have
initiated the revisions in order to ad- dent proposal deal With curnculum
just the program to the problems revisions and a shift of emphasis in
presented by the changing context ~orne of_the courses. Other pr<?posed
within which the program exists. mnovatwns express the destre for
The proposal aims at coming to grips !he establishment of some sort ofli~
with the needs of women and com- mg arrangement for the women m
muters in the H.A.B. program, the the program.
needs of freshmen who no longer
Dr. Robert Murray, director of
enter the program with t_be same the Honors A.B.· program since
thorough classics background 1971, commented that none of these
By Shannon Flynn

Xnler New• St•H Writer

-------Speak~rs
Bennett stresses need for .change
in· race -relations of the future
By Deborah Gaston
M8NglngEdltor

Tuesday, April 15, the AfroAmerican Student Association
culminated its Black Awareness·
Week p..-ogram with the most
successful event of the week. In con. junction .with the Ohio. Black
Political Assembly, the AASA
presented Mr. Lerone Bennett, Jr.,
historian and senior editor of Ebony
Magazine.
.
Mr. Bennett, a Clarksdale, Mississippi native, graduated from
Morehouse College with a degree in
journalism and also sudied in Atlanta. His background includes reporting for the Atlanta Daily World and
positions as Associate Editor of Jet
Magazine and visiting Professor of
History at Northwestern University.
Mr. Bennett is also known as the
author of Before. the J.,ayf/ower.
Cotifrontation: Black· and White,
and his most recent work, The Shaping of Black America.

In his lecture, Mr. Bennett
presented several paradoxes of the
Black· Experience: the paradox of
the weak giant, the paradox of the
hyphen, the paradox of progressive
retrogression, the paradox of essential essentials, and visible invisibles .
Mr. Bennett spoke of the blacks in
America as giants, representing the
second largest and wealthiest
African nation. Yet, according to
Bennett, they have been made
powerless, being hemmed in by
whiteness. The future of blacks and
whites in this country depend on
change, for no problem can be solved until the problem of races is solved.
Bennett stressed that the future of
blacks and whites depends on "work,
discipline, study and struggletogether if possible, separate if
necessary." Bennett sees the black
future depe!ldent on the acquisiton
of economic, political and social
Bennett to page 8
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Dr. Robert J. Murray, Director of Honors A.B. program.

address issues .
M....lng Editor

Senator

Mr. Lerona Bennet

Richard Clark
(De~ocrat-low~) ca!!ed upon the
Xav1e~ C~n_tmum!,y to evaluate what
our pnont1es are and respond to the
~ur~ent world rood p~oblem by "bemg _mformed, mformmg others, and
actmg through the electoral
process." Clark's speec~ last Thursday marked the conclusiOn of Food
~ay activities, a four~d~y progr~m
mtended to focus Xav1er s attention
on a variety ~f iss~es revolving
around food, mclud1t:tg personal
~utrition, Cincinnati's r~sponse to
1ts hungry, the perspectives of the
small farmers and the UFW, and the
problem of world hunger.
.
_Sen.. Clark addresse_d h1mself
pnmanly to the world-w1de hunger
problem, pointing out that there is a
short-term as well as a long-t~rm
pro~lem. The only an~wer. to the 1mme~tate probl~m of 1mm1~e.nt starvat 1 ~n and senous _mal_nut.ntl~n, ac-.
cordmg to Clark, 1s d1stnbut1on ol

a write-in campaign . has been
launched backing Paul Peterhans
As voters from the student body and Beth Younger for President and
go to the polls today and tomorrow, VP.
Members of the class of 1978
. they will be choosing officers to fill
the pc;~siti 0 ns of President and Vice- dominate the group oft hose sedi.ng
. President .of Student Body, 8 Stu- a seat on Student Senate.- Those
dent Senate seats, 3 · University making a bid for 8 Senate seats are:
Senate seats, and class officers for junior . Maureen Burke, freshman
next year's sophomore, junior and Matt Habash, freshman Bob
Hinkley, freshman James M. Lansenior classes.
The two most contested positions dry, freshman· Julie O'Donoghue,
are those of President and 'Vice- freshman Marcia Plescia, freshman
-President of Student Body. At Rich Russo, freshman Dan
deadline time last Friday afternoon, Schwa nder, junior Lenore
Juniors Ed Bauer·and John Condon Wolodzko, and freshman' Dave
had submitted petitions for the two Zerbe. O'Donoghue, Russo, and
top positions in Student Govern- Wolodzko, current Senators, are
.
ment~ vying with pre~ent Student : seeking re-election.
On the Universtiy Senate, junior
Senators .John Woolard and Tom
Madigan. However, after a behind- Pam RolandeHi is competing with
the-scenes search for an acct:ptable junior Linda Capano to represent
ticket by a varied group of concerned the Arts a.nd. Sciences comlri uters.
students late ~atlirday and Sunday,
Elections to page 8
By Mary Ann Buescher
M•n..lng 'Edllor

St•lf Plloto
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Sen. Clark recommends P~~·t•ve
·response.
to ·worldfood.~~~d
cnsts
By Mary Ann Buescher
Smce 1954, food has gone

Student G·ov.ernment
elections tak-e place

senior Dan .Delaney takes an unexpected bath during the mall carnival.

/}. .....-4
·tr.,

·abroad under the P. L. 480 program,
Food for Peace. However, current
food assistance is only a third of
what it was ten years ago, a decrease
from 18 million tons in the surplus
year of 1966.toabout 5.5 million tons
in the shortage year of 1975. Sen.
Clark observed that the test "is not
whether we are willing to give up surpluses for which we have no use, but
whether we are prepared to share a
part of our food in times of shortage."
A serious inconsistency in present
u.s. foreign policy, according to
Clark, has been its inability in the
past to give first priority to assisting
the needier countries in preference to
potential political allies.· Last year,
over half of the entire Food for
Peace program w.ent to Indochina as
"thinly-disguised military aid," used
to feed the army or sold to buy arms.
Recent Congressional legislation has
Cl k to page 8
ar

Times and
locations
for
elections
Elections for. the available 1975-76 ·
Student Government positions .will
be held Thursday; April 24 and -Friday, April 25. Students may vote
either in the front lobby of Alter
Hall, across from the Grill in the University Center, or in the University
Center front lobby. Voting will take
place from 9:30A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
on Thursday, and from 9:00A.M. to
1:00 P.M. on Friday. Voting will
take place Thursday from 4:30P.M.
to 6:00P.M. in the University Center
front lobby.

Greek Week activities stated
B~·

Joycl' Schreiber

AIIOCIIIe Editor

this week
in the news
complied bl' JOYCE SCHREIBER

Applications available for Piper staff
The Pied Piper House is now accepting applications from prospective
residents for the 1975-76 academic year. Any current Freshman,
Sophomore. or Junior who is interested may apply. Applicants should
be willing to work with programming for the Piper in activities such as
the Coffeehouse. A desire to form a community and work with Campus
Ministry would be helpful.
For more information students should call Pete Corrigan at 745-3398.

Summer Job Information
Scientific and Professional Enterprises of Palo Alto, California, will
make available to any interested students an information sheet of
summer Jobs searching. This service is free and may be obtained by
sending a stamped, self-addre&sed envelope with a request to Scientific
and Professional Enterprises, College Division, 2237 El Camino Real,
Palo Alto, California 94306.

Grad/son asks for reduction ol
Congressional recesses
Ohio Representative Bill Gradison urged Speaker of the House Carl
Albert to reconsider the House of Representative's recess schedule for
1975. The original schedule planned for 102 days of recess, as well as
normal weekends. He feels that these times of national and international
~risis call. for the continuing attention of the Congress without frequent
anterruptton.

Che!Jtlng Is rampant
The reputed high level of cheating on college campuses has reached an
all-time high-in a different sort of way. Officials are finding out that
even the most scholarly individuals are not immune. The U.S. Naval
Academy was forced to expel seven midshipmen, censure thirteen and
demote an instructor because of cheating. Ivy League schools say a
group of students copy the transcripts of outstanding Seniors and substitute their own names.
But the worst case was at the University of Florida in Gainesville,
where some 200 students were involved in stealing, copying, and selling
exams in the College of Business Administration. The only problem is
the f!lct that all the other students are getting bad reputations from all
this. It's bad enough to be suspected of being a cheater during every test
you take, but can you imagine what it would be like to get fingerprinted
and separated from other students for every exam?

Coed Dorms flop
Director of Housing at Iowa State University is skeptical about alternating male-female rooms in co-ed dorms. Their Board of Regents expressed "a lot of doubt about the situation," saying,."! think we want to
explore the ~alter somewhat." Public sentiment isn't supporting the
proposition etther. At nearby University of Northern Iowa, the number
· of students living on co-ed floors has decreased since the institution of
alternating rooms.

Social Committee Chairman
Doug McGrath has announced the
schedule of events for Greek Week
IV. This year's edition is being run by
the Student Social Committee with
the cooperation of the Intramural
Staff.
.
Sign-ups are available at the
Greek Week booth across from the
Grill from 10:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
daily; including during Greek Week.
Some events are limited in numbers,
so everyone is urged to register as
soon as possible. Limited registration events include the Night Road
Rally and the All-Night Dance Contest. Booklets are also available explaining the events, giving schedules,
and offering guidelines for team
organization.
Festivities begin at 2:00. P.M.
Monday, April 28, with the Great
Tricycle Race on the Mall, followed
by the traditional Chug Contest at
3:00P.M. on Brockman Hall Coun.

The Night Road Rally will begin at
8:30 p.m. Monday in the parking lot
behind Kuhlman Hall.
Tuesday starts off with the Vertical Egg Toss at ~:15 P.M. on the
North Side of Kuhlman Hall. The
Donut Eating Contest will take place
at 3:30 and the Car Jam im.mediately
afterward on Brockman Court.

Pushbidl Championships are Tuesday night at 8:00 p.m. in· the
stadium.
Wednesday's activities include the
Castle Stuff at 2:00 P.M. on
Brockman Court. The Tug of War
followed by the Penny in the Pit contest begin at 3:00P.M. on the dorm
Greek to page 8

New organization established·
On Monday evening, April 14th, a
newly formed organization on campus called the Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA),
established their organizational staff
for the remainder of this year and
next. Randy Roswell was elected as
president of the Xavier chapter of
PRSSA with his Vice-President
Elect being MiMi Keegan. The office
of Secretary-Treasurer was accepted
by MiMi Henz, and the National
Liason officer position was filled by
Barh Vereh.

The purpose of this organization
is to give interested students at
Xavier and the surrounding colleges
a chance to meet with professionals
in the Public Relations field who can
help these students decide which
organizations are best suited to their
interests.
One of PRSSA's goals for the
future is to work with other
organizations around campus and
help them plan an effective campaign to promote their activities.

ID .fee .renewed by Senate
BY R•y Lebowski
Xnter N - 111111 Wrlllr

Student Senate's main topic of
discussi~n at its April 16 meeting
was the Russo-O'Donghue-Maffia
proposa I to renew the $10 Identification fee, originally approved by
Senate last April. Russo urged approval, contending that the fee itself
was good and had resulted in improved speakers and social
programming.
Tom Madigan led.the opposition.
He believed the fee to be a case of
taxation without representation,
since the Senate's financial and
social functions have been delegated
to non-Senate bodies. These groups,
the Student Financial Board and
revised Campus Activities Board
(which includes the "Social Committee"), which are not studentelected, are not, in his opinion,
representative of the student body.
Unless these groups are changed to
reflect student views-specifically;
making these groups subordinate to
Senate and thus representative of
student views-he felt he could not
support the resolution.
Tony Maffia countered with a
proposal that the structure llf the
bodies could be changed before next
year. George Lopez objected to the
Student Financial Board's actions,
but not to its existence as such. Beth
Younger felt that since last year's
Senate approved it. this· year's

Senate had to keep it. Madigan
stated that he "can't ask people to
have their money handled so badly."
Russo said the ID fee has nothing to
do with the SFB; thafgroup should
be discussed and I or changed
separately. Tom Walters summarized the views of most oft hose in
favor oft he proposal, stating that he
would support if there would be
changes in the executive branch
from the current narrow viewpoint
to a more egalitarian outlook. The
proposal carried, on that note, 9-2-1.
Two representatives from UC's
Revolutionary Student Brigade were
present to seek endorsement for their
participation in the upcoming
nationwide demonstratio!lS. Their
views on the world situation, featuring the slogans "Victory to the Indochinese people!" and "-to the
Palestinian people!" were that the
US government's actions are
"imperialistic," and, backed by the
"bourgeois media," it had duped the
people· into supporti'ng its
"imperialist wars." They felt that the
proper solution is support for the
Vietnamese insurgents and Palestinian terrorists against the Americansupported "dupes" currently in
tenuous power. Senate had no particular opinion about the Indochinese situation, but the idea of
supporting an organization which
advocates (or has advocated in the
past) the destruction oi israei met

with firm, loud resistance. Despite
the selective "evidence" produced by
the RSB emissaries, Senate was not
convinced. Mike Brown proposed
an endorsement, and after confusion
on ~he exact nature of the proposal,
the endorsement, it was defeated, 27-3.
.
Madigan proposed that President
Mike McCaffrey and Elections
Chairman Paul Shaffery be urged to
make public a revised, complete Stu-·
dent Government constitution. The
presently-available copy is that of
April 1974, he noted, and many
changes in Student Governmentparticularly· the SFB and revised
CAB-have been instituted since
then. Secretary Mimi Henz noted
that the Senate office has no
typewriter to prepare stencils; in
response, Rich Russo proposed that
up to $100 be set aside as "office expense" to pay for a new or good used
typewriter. Bot~ proposals passed,
12-o-o.
.
The Student Financial Board
monthly budget was finally made
public. Over $400 remains, which
reverts· to the University if unused.
Chairman Rick Zellen and his board
wen: not present to answer
Senate queries.
Finally, Senate approved, 10-1-1,
a resolution by Charlotte Strayhorn
giving $35 to the XU Players for a
fullpage ad in the Guys and Dolls
program.

EDGECLIFF COLLEGE
SUMMER 1975
ELEMENTARY FOREIGN LANGUAGE
$50 PER CREDIT HOUR
• FRENCH . .
. .. 6 CRE.Ij)IT HOURS
• GERMAN..
. .. 6 CREDIT HOURS
• SPANISH ........ 6 CREDIT HOURS
5 Weeks- Mornings 8:30 -·11:00
June 16th to July 18th

EDGECLIFF COLLEGE
For Information

CALL DEAN WESTER
961-3770
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Art museum shows
East Europe prints

Theatre·
Workshop
Presents
One-Acts
The Theatre Workshop's studentdirected One-Acts had been crowded
out of the Theatre almost literally
until curtain time last Friday afternoon, b.y Food Week, Black
Awareness Week, Guys and Do/Lf
rehearsals and almost everything
else the Theatre's schedule could
throw at them. They were further
hampered by injuries, illnesses, and
prior committments by many of the
actors, necessitating a goodly
amount of double-casting and last
minute substitution. However,
talent and persistence prevailed, and
the One-Acts on the whole were
quite successful.
First and weakest production of
the three was "Through the Valley of
the Shadow," written and directed
by Charlotte M. Strayhorne. The
play erred chiefly in attempting to
deal with drugs, desperation,
loneliness, suicide, the generation
gap, the breakdown and ultimate
triumph of the Christian ideal, with a
little abortion and a hint of
lesbianism-all in one brief act. This
is a bit much; cramming everything
in like this lends itself to melodrama,
although the genuine emotion
behind the play was very much in
evidence.
Strayhorn's staging was nicely
spare and highly dramatic in itself:
mostly chairs and a bed distributed
around the stage representing
classroom, dorm room, etc., each
area spotlighted for the scenes taking
·place there. It had almost a
geometric precision, as the scenes
melted into one another, that was
highly pleasing. The play could have
been strikingly unreal, and therefore
more real, if Stray horne·. had
restrained her actors, leaving them
·pale, haunting, gliding through their
lines. Instead, they were glowingly
made-up as if out of the pages of
Sevemeen, acting and reacting with
such violence and earnestness,
heightened by contrast with the
ascetic set, that it all seemed quite
absurd. Subtlety was needed.
"New Moon in the Sky," billed as
"a futuristic apocalyptic drama"
written and directed by Tom Flynn,
is a thoroughly cynical and enjoyable work whose proper medium
is video: only then could Flynn give
full rein to his array of special effects
and attain the ail-e ncom passing grey
appropriate to his setting and theme.
It is sometime in the late 1900's, after
the famines and petroleum riots,

when Western civilization as we
know it has come to an end. All is
ruin, and small-arms fire cracks
sporadically in the distance. The
stage is littered with the accoutrements of a long-destroyed
bistro; a staircase going nowhere
rises on the left.
A former theology1sociology grad
student for years has been toying
with the theory of religion, starting
little conversations with local
refugees, telling them that they are
being punished by God with this
terror. Apparently now the time is
right for messianism, as followers
are converted and the messiah-figure
himself begins to believe he is God.
Flynnish lines abound, as "It's the ;;1timate test of faith-l've taught him
to hate the infidel" or, "This is a
religious thing-if you don't believe,
you can't understand it." The play
ends with two newly-fanatic converts shooting a dissenting
professor, and the messiah himself
too late afraid of what he has started.
The parallels with institutionalized
religion are·unmistakeable, the truth
of divine revelation questioned; It is
disconcerting or delightful, depending upon one's side of the fence.

"Eastern European Printmakers",
at the Cincinnati Art Museum April
10 through June 8, focuses on a particular geographic area to continue
the world-wide contemporary interest established by the Museum's
Print Department in its International Biennials held here from
·
1950 to I 962.
Organized by Kristin L.
Spangenberg, Curator of Prints,
Drawings and Photography in
cooperation with the Jacques
Baruch Gallery of Chicago, this exhibition consists of 122 prints lent by
the Baruch Gallery, The Art Institute of Chicago, private collectors
and the Museum's own collection.
The works reflect a 15-year span
with particular emphasis on the last
decade.
The exhibition, personally
selected by Miss Spangenberg,
shows only sixteen artists, each
troduced and concluded with taped represented by several individual
voice-overs from the other segments, works. "We· are so unfamiliar with
phrases peculiarly fitting or ironic. the artists whose visual imagery is so
These voice-overs and the theme of different from the Western
loneliness unify the cuttings from the mainstream that it is important to
opening of the play, when all five show them in greater depth than a
women come onstage and silently go si~gle work can accomplish," she
sa1d.
about their business, each isolated
Ten of the artists are from
from the others, as a tape of Laura
Czechoslovakia,
four from Poland,
Nyro's "Lonely Women Blues" is
played. They are utterly heart- and two from Yugoslavia. All live
rending, these women, and one's and work in their own countries
compassion goes out to them, as they although some have only limited or:
speak Williams' beautiful dialogue, port unities to exhibit at home. Many
by turns poetic, biting, and gently are versatile artists who work in
ridiculous. It is a fine production, other media and all share a tradition
of craftsmanship and long years of
done from exceptional material,
study. Printmaking cannot be relied
worthy of better attention than
on for a livelihood in their homelands.
Xavier ever gives to good theatre.
Most of the artists work in related
-Anita Buck
fields, such· as illustrating or

teaching, to support themselves.
The Czechoslovakians, each a per-·.
sonal and individual artist, have in
common their isolation from current
Western art and their reliance on
traditional techniques in dry point,.
etching and lithography, although
limited materials have sometimes
resulted in inventive methods.
A few shows featuring_
Czechoslovakian artists appeared in
North America in the late 1960's,
but there has been little opportunity
to see their work since. The Baruch.
Gallery, specializing in Eastern European artists, is rare among
American galleries.
·
The two Yugoslavian artists in this:
show were exhibited in Cincinnati·
Art Museum Biennials, Janez Ber-,
nik in 1962 and Rikc Debenjak from·
1952 through !962. Works by both'
men bought by the Museum from
those. shows add an extra dimension
to the current exhibition.
There are striking contrasts
among the Polish artists, ranging
from Stefan Suberlak's use of subject matter from daily living to the
abstract vocabulary of Stanislaw Fijalkowski.
The exhibition brings fresh viewpoints in printmaking, "a contentoriented image vastly more visceral
than American super-realism," Miss
Spangenberg pointed out. It will be
seen only in Cincinnati. A catalogue
of the show is available, with
biographs of the artists and an in-:
troduction by Miss Spangenberg.
The Museum is open from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on weekdays and from I to
5 p.m. on Sundays, with free admission.
Jane Durrell

S_ummertime at the Link Complex

"... But She Breaks Just Like a Little Girl," cuttings from five
Tennessee Williams plays done by
James Anderson at Denison V niversity in 1973, a·nd directed by Dennis
Buck, is an intensely edited portrait
of five of Williams' wistful,. pathetic
women-Blanche DuBois from A
Streetcar Named Desire, Hannah
from Night of the Iguana, Serafina
of The Rose Tattoo, Alma from
Summer ·and Smoke, and Laura
from The Glass Menal{erie. The cuttings are scenes pa-rticularly indicative of the women's situations,
interspersed with each other, in-

POOL MEMBERSHIPS - May thru Sept., open 7 days week- $25.00. Applications
·
now available. For X.U. Dorm Students, Staff, Faculty.

ThUIId8y, April 24

Sund•y, April 21

Auto Mechanics Course, 2:30, Breen
Lodge
Representatives for religious
vocations across from the Grill, 10
a.m.-7 p.m ..
Student Government Elections,
across from Grill, in lobby of U niversity Center, and Alter Hall front
lobby, 9:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

Ranger Club Canoe Trip
Breen Lodge-Pied Piper Film
Festival, Terrace Room. 7-11 p.m.
Senior Continental Strawberry
Brunch

Frld•y, Apr1125
Ranger Club Canoe Trip, Raccoon
Creek. Ohio
Chemistry Seminar, 1:30, Cash
Room
BasebaH: X.U. vs. Marshall, 3:30
Student Government Elections, 9
a.m.-1 p.m.
Repr,sentatives fpr religious
vocations across from the Grill, 10
a.m.-3 p.m.
. Jesuit Projeet for the Third World

S81Urd8y, April 26
Ranger. Club Canoe Trip
Senior Comprehensive Exams
Breen l.odge-Pied Piper Film
Festival. 7~11 p.m.
Jesuit Project for the Third World
WeciiiHIIey, April 23, 1171

MANOR HOUSE -·now reserving for Summer Sessions - 3853 ledgewood Drive
air conditioned, carpeted, beautifully furnished efficiencies for one or
two- tile showers and' baths, kitchens, all utensils ... parking and pool.
THE VIllA -Residence of Sisters & Nuns. Private rooms, air conditioned, available for
summer. Pool, kitchen, 1V etc. Call Sr. Ruth Graf, 351-6925 or Mrs. Butler, 531-0415.
Ledgewood at Victory Parky, Cin., 45207.

Mond•y, April 28
GREEK WEEK BEGINS
Road Rally, 8:30 p.m. North Campus Parking Lot
Final Day for withdrawal from
course without failure.

THE FRATERNITY HOUSE - rooms available for summer. Air cond., parking, pool,
kitchens. Dana at ledgewood, Cinti 0. 45207. Call 631-6658. Men ,students.

Tuead•y, April 29
GREEK WEEK activities continue
Debate Team meeting, Regis Room,
7-9 p.m.
Sailing Club meeting, Fordham
Room. 7-9 p.m.

THE UNkSHIRE- apt 8, Mr. Jay Ghaffari, 3844 Victory Prky, Cin., Qhio 45207. phone
631-2043. Single or double rooms for summer; air cond, 1V, ki,tch~. pool, parking.
Men students. Prefer graduates.
I I
/ I .
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Wfldn•d•y, Aplrl 30
GREEK WEEK activities.
TV Ni&ht at Tuckers.
Fourragers: President's Review
Pre-registration begins
Baseball: X. V. vs Central State,
2:00. O'Connor Field
X.ll, Band Concert Tour begins
Danforth Brown Bag l.unch I :30
p.m .. Breen Lodge

ALL ROOMS, SUITES AND APARTMENTS 2 MINUTES, ADJPINING
THE XU CAMPUS.
!if' i
APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE
From Dr. Link or Caretaker- Mr. Schulte - Basement, University Apts.
Phone: 631-8764
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This was a typical piece of the action as Xavier
_doubleheader Sunday.

Xavier sweeps a pa1r
•

By Sten• Moser
Xavier News Steff Writer

The Muskies executed the fundamentals to perfection, walking
awav from Sundav's doubleheader
wit I; two victories ~1t UC's expense,
1-0 arid 4-0. Although the Muskie
hitters managed only seven hits for
their fourteen innings of work, they
came up with the big hits when they
were needed.
X a v i e r' s p i t.c h e r s . B i 11
Krumpelbeck and Kevin Lyons.
were at their finest on this windy
afternoon. Krumpelbeck limited UC.
to only one hit and had the Bearcats
wondering if baseball should have
been dropped this spring instead of
soccer. Kevin Lvons delivered an encore performar{ce with a five-hitter
in the second hau· of the twin bill.
After the second loss. it was rumored

that UC athletic director Hindeman
Wall was in the neighborhood with
bad news.
The Muskies "security guard -of
the third sack," Terry Snider, was
the offensive hero of both games.
"Snides" singled home the lone run
in the first game and laid down a
perfect suicide squeeze bunt to score
the first run in X's four-run rally late
in the second game. The big bats on
the team have been silent for the
most part; however, Coach Wolrs
constant insistence on the fundamentals is paying off in the form
of victories. Delayed steals,
designated runners, double steals,
and suicide squeeze bunts have all
_been programmed into the Muskies'
wide-open attack this spring.
Defense has also been an area of
hard work this season, and X has

really cashed in on its investment.
The infield of Fred Schmerge, Steve
Jostworth. Terry Snider, and
George Miller has been as hard to
penetrate as "Reflections" is without
three IDs. Second baseman Steve
Jostworth turned in the games'
defensive gem in the third inning of
the second game, diving far to his
right and spearing a hot grounder
that seemed destined for the outfield
grass, but was instead chalked up as
the third out of the inning as
Jostworth's throw just beat the
runner to the bag.
As is the custom in games with
"the Cats from Clifton," tempers
were hot and emotions were high.
This game was not a break with the
tradition: a full-scale "free-for-all"
broke out at the end of the sixth inning of the first game. As any

chemist will tell you, any act breeds a
subsequent reaction. The act in this
case was a shove from UC catcher
Brady Baldwin and the reaction was
a well-placed elbow to Mr. Baldwin's
head: That elbow belonged to XU's
· Gary Beck, but he was not alone as
both benches quickly emptied. Roy
Troxell was 0 for I in the game, but
"Trox" was 3 for 3 in the fight as he

made solid contact on each swing.
Cooler heads quickly prevailed as
both teams were reminded that
baseball is a non-contact sport.
The games were a great triumph
for the team as a whole. Not only did
the two victories boost the Muskies'
season record to 8-9, but the win
over UC was the first for the team
since 1973.

I M B-ball results
an eight foot jumper. The R. Rocks
retaliated with a bucket.again knotThe Rolling Rocks and the Kunda
ting the score·. Mark Szkil shut the
Pins captured the single A and AA lid for the final time as he turned a
1. M. basketball championships last
break away lay-up into a three-point
Monday night. In the first contest of play, which proved to be the margin
the evening, the Rolling Rocks faced of victory, 43-41.
·
the Jamocs, who were making their
If the Muskie baseball players
second. consecutive appearance· in were tired after their 2-l victory over
Wright State Monday afternoon,
the I. M. finals.
Each team played tough defense Terry Snider arid Tim Murphy never
throughout the first half and the showed it. Snider led his team with
score at the intermission was 20-12, 15 points and Murphy was second
Rolling Rocks. The Jamocs started with 12 as they led the Kunda Pins to
the second half very methodically a 52-46 victory over O's Maraude£S.
and began to peck away at the Roll- Murphy fired a three hitter at Wright
ing Rock lead. With 4:30 left on the. State, while Snider contributed a
clock, Jim Linsenmeyer came offthe bunt single to X. U.'s 2-1 victory only
Jamoc bench to tie the score at 32. three hours before they would take
Each side traded baskets until the ttie court in a game that would
final buzzer artd the game went into decide the l. M. AA crown.
. AI Ricksledthe Marauders with 13
overtime.
Mark Szkil, who led the Rolling points. The title was the second for
Rocks with 14 points, and Joe the Kunda Pins. They also won the
Rozier, who did likewise for the I. M. football championship last fall.
Jamocs, with 12, sunk the only
In women's play from April 14
baskets in the first overtime, and the the H ustle.rs defeated the Thumpers
score remained tied, this time at 38. for the women's basketball cham-.
The second overtime saw the pionship. Nancy Maloney led the
Jamocs jump out to a. quick two Hustlers scoring, while Vikki Hamm
.. point advantage ·as Steve Hayes hit topped the Thumpers.
By Tim Ranaghan

xavier Newt Steff Writer ·

The Xavier bowlers
host tournament
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From one beer lover to another.·
THE STilOH BllEWEilY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 41226

DID YOU KNOW
...
CREDIBILITY.
4055 Executive Park Drive, Suite 313 .
Sharonville, Ohio 45241
Phone 563-6600 (day or ni&ht) OFFICE HOURS:
6:00 to 9:30, Mon. to Fri..; 10:00 to 6:00 Saturdays

Most people have heard only bad reports about matChing or computer·dating
agencies. In cont.rast to those responsible for this we are offering athorough, highintegrity, non-profit matching service for non-married people of all ages. The
TOTAL cost, including everything, is only $30 for the first year, and $10 per year
thereafter, (rather.than the fees of hundreds of dollars typical for this area).
It takes time to convince some people that our service would do more for them
than they can do for themselves. (Logically this should be obvious, provided we
have a large membership.) With normal ways of meeting people, satisfying
relationships will develop only for the fortunate few. (Consider the number of terminated relationships.)
Thus we have provided an opportunity for efficient, intelligent dating, basically
matching epople who satisfy each others' needs and desires, (allowing the greatest
happiness in relationships with the least cost in time and money in establishing
them.)
Pege4

The Third Annual Xavier University Intercollegiate Bowling Tournament was put to rest this past
weekend with the biggest turnout in
its history;
Schools that sent teams to the XUICBI this year were Bowling Green,
West Virginia S.U., Marshall, Ohio
Northern University, Miami University, Morehead State, Capital. University, University of Cincinnati,
Eastern Kentucky University, and
Xavier.
In th·e men's team .event,
Morehead State took first place with
a 2996 score, UC and Xavier tied for
second with 2808 each.
Tom Kasee from UC took top
honors in singles with a 671, Xavier's
own Jim Perkinson was second with
· a 669, and Phil Smith of Morehead
was third with a 653 score.
A 1260 for S. Eaton and J.
Tavener of Morehead gave them
first place in the double event. G.

Dopp and T. Kasee of UC, not far
behind with a 1223, were second. R.
Kopelnan and B. Adkins from
Marshall were third with a combined
:otal of 1191.
Stan Eaton of Morehead (1886),
Tom Kasee of UC ( 1829), and Gary
Rusnar of WVSU (1812), finished
first, second and third in the allevents category.
For the women, Bowling Green
took the top team place with a 2296,
WVS U was second with a 2240, and
third place went to Marshall with a
2166.
The top awards in the women's
singles eyerit went to Libby Jennings
of BGS U with a score of 536. The tor
award in the women's doubles went
to K. Kunkle and K. Langham of
WVSU with a combined score of
961. In the combined~scores
categ·xy first place weitt to Karen
Langham with a score of 1520.

Here are some of our strong points:
• Credibility (our name! is a truly non·proflt corporation (i.e. ~ public service organiation).
• Our cost is e.ceptionally low -$30 for the first year and $10 per year thereafter. (No lower that we know oQ.
• We have spent a year with much professional assistance to create a highly efficient and valid matching shlem. The
whole idea is NOT to supply dates to lonely people (who may be lonely for good reason?), but mprovide thechlnce to meet
many people desirable to each applicant (which would be statistically nearly impossible by "conventional" ways of meeting
people!.
• This malching is made possible by a complea questionnaire and a su~able personality inventory which allows each
applicant to be asstringenlorexacting in requirements for a prospective partner. as desired This meansauclty wllat it
says. Rtltrllls to people not mntina tht requirtmtnts of uch applicant simply won't occur.
· • We supply with our detailed referrals (supplyinamany pertinent details) two pictures of each prospective partner,one a
portrait and the other a full (standinll picture to eliminate misrepresentations of hei&htand weiaht, and to provide the ·
necessary information of "what the person looks like."
• We lurtber require personal interviews of all applicants mbetter ensure honesty ofresponses loquestionnairund per.
so1111ity inventory data.
.
• Two thirds refund of initial fee is returned to any applicant not satisfied with our service, within the first eight months of
use of the service.
• We have a very accessible location, located in the large, white office buildings of Eaecutive Park at the intersection oil·
275 and Ro~le 42 (the Mlson-Sharonville exiij.

Our procedure for membership is as follows: All you need do is supply your name;address
and phone number, and indicate that you wish to have us send you the forms. We send you
our detailed questionnaire along with the psychological inventory and let you evaluate our
capability yourself. If you wish to become a subscriber, you should fill in the information on
the automatically-scored answer sheets, and mail them back to us in the stamped, selfaddressed envelope. (If you do not use them, you should return them to us.) .
Phone us for further information. (There is no obligation, as was mentioned.) All calls are
treated confidentially. It you call during non-office hours, we will return your ca.ll

Of all the great German brewmasters
who moved to America, more of them
settled in Cincinnati than any other spot.
And no wonder. Cincinnati was a
most appreciative audience for the
brewer's skills.
And still is today. Which explains
why so many out-of-town breweries are
still trying to win you over. With clever
slogans. Expensive commercials. And
package gimmicks.
Cincinnati's breweries still make the
best beer, but out-of-town breweries have
done the best advertising. They've
bamboozled· a lot of us into thinking their
beer tastes better. It doesn't! Take away
the bamboozle and Burger is better than
any of those large national beers.
Prove it. Compare Burger and your
favorite beer with your eyes shut-so
you can't tell which is which. Burger is
zingier, fresher. Honest.

®The Burger Brewing Co., 1975
Cincinnati, Ohio 45203
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Unfool yourself.
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So much for images
down, I have been able to fin~ comfort in
a capable and hard-workmg staf~.
Mary. ~nn Buescher ~111 be ~ssummg
~he pos1t10n of M.anagmg Editor, try1ng hard to f11l the cavernous
shoes of :vtary He~kel, ~er predecessor. Amta Buck Will contl.nue d<r
ing her excellent work. as ~rts Ed~tor, a~d
To~ Flynn, as C~mtnbu~mg Editor, Will
cont10ue to ~o?tnbute h1s own br~nd of
humor and 1ns1ght. Tom Usher Will P7rsist in his unique coverage of Xav1er
sports, and Pat Sayres, as Ph~togra.phy
Editor, will be there to capture 1t ~n f1lm.
Joyce Schreiber has mo~ed into the po.sition of Ass?ciate .Editor, a?d R1.ta
Schoenfeld w1ll contmue to w~1te wh1le
risking blindl)ess as the Copy Ed1tor. And
last, but certainly not least, Bob
Stegmoyei, ruler in hand and glint in eye,
will take on the post of Production
Manager. With a staff like this, we can
promise that the Xavier News in the up·
coming year will be readable, interesting,
Nevertheless, in the midst of this let- and even outrageous, but never dull.

With barely one week as editor behind
me, I havecometotheconclusiontha~the
job of Editor-in-Chief is decidedly less
glamorous than 1 had anticipated. In
younger and more innocent days I conjured up images of beefy editors lounging
behind their massive desks, smoking
stogies, and barking orders over ringing
phones, clacking typewriters. and the
gt;,neral hum of an efficient newsroom.
Well, so much for images. For I am
anything but beefy, my desk is pf average
size. ·1 don't smoke and I can't remember
the last time I barked-even at the
mailman. Furthermore, we have only two
phones which rarely ring, and a handful
of typewriters wbich only clack in mating
season, and the only thing humming in
the newsroom is Yours Truly often heard
murmuring the strains of "Time W cin't
Let Me." Well, we may-not be a threat to
the New York Times, but then Xavier
isn't exactly a threat to UCLA.
stall Photo by PAT SAYREs

Xavier News Choice: Beth Younger and Paul Peterhans.

The Xavier News endorses Peter hans-YoungerThe Xavier News, by unanimousagree- have lies in gathering the support of the
achieve in the posts of President and Vice- (Woolard); they simply deal with the real
ment of its editorial board, endorses the students themselves, most of the Senators
President.
issue at stake in Student Government at
write-in candidates Paul Peterhans and have drifted away from their constituents,.
this time-the revitalization of student
Beth Younger for the offices of President staying in cliques and pursuing their own
Woolard ' and Madigan are both cooper!ltion withiri the already existing
and Vic~-president of Student Govern- ends. The result is an aimless factionism
products of this year's .Student Senate, structures. Starting with the basic realiza;.
in the Senate not seen in recent years.
ment.
and their platform shows how little they tion of the purpose of student governBecause of such bickering, eight members
have been able to rise above the uncon- ment, in their platform Peterhans and
In choosing one individual over of the Senate and the Vice-President have
trolled,
negative reactioni.~m which has Younger provide for a regular mechansim
another for some representative office, resigned this year, most of them citing a
been the thorn in Senate's side all year. by which all the students might be inseveral factors should be taken into ac- lack of cooperation in the Senate as their
Woolard and Madigan try throughout formed of what Xavier offers,and how to
count. The most important, of co,urse, are reason for resigning. In order to get a
their
platform to identify the~selves ~ith · exploit ·the opportunities inherent in its
the candidates' personalities and plat- clearer picture of Senate squabbling, one
·
"the common man." It should have been · structures;
forms. When one considers a proposed only has to look at some of the issues
of all, Peterhans
.
But
most
heartening
obvious that this election would have
platform, its ideology and practical which the Senate has dragged to death
an
understanding
of
and
Younger
show
presented
us
with
at
least
one
"common
feasibility should be of primary concern. over the past year. The debate over the
man" ticket. Their platform contains a what is now needed to redirect the efforts
Deliberation about a ca-ndidate's per- status of the Social Committee began on
number of oblique references to some sort of Student Government in a positive
sonalitv should exceed mere popularity October 23, and did not end until January
of
power conspiracy that has deprived way-·~a spirit of cooperation." And their
and include a careful assessment of his 9. Vice-president Ellerbrock resigned on
"the students" of their rightful place. in platform discloses the sure grasp they
true character in light of his record of inDecember 13, and it took the Senate until
government, and that if elected, Woolard have on the mechanics 9f student governvolvement, if any. However. in order to February 19 to agree on Pam Rolandelli
and
Madigan will "give the Student ment, and how students can use the struc- .
judge these factors more clearly. it would
as his replacement. The matter of a conGovernment back to the students." And tures without letting them get in the way.
be helpful to examine the unusual context
stitutional reform was brought up on Ocwith regard to this conspiracy, Woolard Bauer offers absolutely no concrete alterin which these Student Government electober 23 and was discussed at meetings on
and
Madigan do notstop at the offices of natives to the defects in the present
tions take P,lace.
February 16 and March 12, and has since
President
and VP. No, the· Student system, and Woolard's solution is simple
First of all, it is no news to anyone that
been swept under the rug. A further inFi
na
nciai
Board
and the Social Com- and messianic-himself. On the other
this has not been a banner year for Stu- dication of the Senate's trouble is the fact
mittee are also implicated in this con- hand, Peterhans and Younger offer a
dent Government at Xavier. The one or that, in its last seven meetings, it has
spira<;y.
But alas! there is a solution. Ac- number of concrete and feasible imtwo major acts of legislation which the. averaged an attendance of only fourteen
cording
to Woolard and Madigan, provements to the present system, such as
Senate did manage to pass were pushed ·out of eighteen members, which is just a
Woolard and Madigan are capable of the renewal of the Executive Council as a
through almost in spite of the Senators little more than a two-thirds majority.
"giving Student Government back to the communications mechanism, the esthemselves, who have found it difficult to And the list goes on ...
students."
(One wonders how often this tablishment of Select Committees comagree on anything of consequence this
jingly
slogan
has been used.) As Woolard posed of any interested senators, and an
vear. And the two major acts which the
In examing the platforms presented by
and
Madigan
undoubtedly hope, no one improved sub-committee structure within
Senate did pass, with regard tot he status
the three tickets for President and Vicehis
right
American
mind can argue with the Senate itself. All these are
in
of the Student Finanancia·l Board and the
President,_ what strikes one first is the such egalitarian sentiments. We only hope supplemented by regular reports to the·
Social Committee, have turned out to be
lack of any reid issues, so dull is the Stuthat the voter can see this for what it is-a Senate, which would allow all other
beneficial for the students simply because dent Government scene at this tifile. So
promise without substance which doesn't students and senators the opportunity of
they have relieved the Senate of direct
what becomes the real issue is the canhide
the fact that Woolard and Madigan offering input and recommending policy
decision-making in two important areas.
didate's ability to redirect the thrust of are guilty of the same thing they accuse changes. Their platform reveals their
Of course, the students of Xavier have .Student Gdvernment in a positive· way.
others of ... namely, self-oriented power- clear understanding of how Student
not always had it so bad. In the bygone This can best be seen by a brief appraisal
seeking.
They offer no-we repeat, no- Government works, and howtoengender
days of the two academic years before this
of the three candidates' platforms. Bauer
one, Student Government instigated ma- and Condon's platform reveals their constructive proposals which show trust and cooperation within such a
promise of giving the "power to the pe<r system, based on the support of the
jor probes into the areas of the Student
naivete with regard to the University
pie." But though their platform shows no students.
Affairs offices, athletics, recruiting, dorm systems, structures, and procedures. With
Bauer hQpes to be elected on the
promise,'
Woolard and Madigan are cerlife. and the Core Curriculum. They were good· intentions, they claim to seek the
strength
of what in most election
to
promise,
and
promise,
tainly
not
afraid
able to accomplish these things for two recognition of the capability and value of
situations,
would be considered a draw_Their
platform
closes
with
a
and
promise.
reasons: there was effective leadership,
honest siudent input by the Xavier adand the senators, with a real understand- ministration. And yet, with onty·one or typically easy and irresponsible state- back: namely, his total lack of experience
ing of teir roles as elected represen-· two exceptions, every goal they present is ment: "Everyone will have an equal in dealing with student government af-.
tatives, put aside self-interest to work either blatantly impossible or smothered chance and equal voice if we are elected." fairs ("politics" is _naturally a bad word).
With tears in one's eyes, one still has to But the voter should not be fooled, and
together fpr the good oft he students they
in a vagueness which suggests their ask the inevitable-and in the case of should consider it a drawback in this elecrepresented.
overall inexperience and general lack of their platform, unanswerable-question, tion also. What Bauer hopes to achieve by
On the other hand, this year's Student
direction. For instance, Bauer and Con- .how?
dissociation, Woolard hopes to achieve
Government has displayed an uncanny
don s~k active student involvement in
by establis bing himself as the epitome and
ability to lose sight consistently of what
the hiring and firing of Housing perThe Peter hans-Younger platform, hap- savior of"common man" who is presently
student government is all about. Both sonnel, student involvement in the setting pily enough, has none of the desperate or trammeled and oppressed. The thin veil
branches of student government blame
up of general course content, and so on. outlandish promises which characterize of "altruism" cannot conceal his ambithe other for their own inadequacies. and
These and most .of their other proposals the platforms of the other candidates: tion. The News believes. that Peter hans
have failed to work together in a conspell out Bauer and Condon's lack of ex- · With a sober, experienced, yet positive and Younger, with tlieir mature outlook
structive manner. First. the executive
perience and non-acquaintance with the approach, Pet~rhans _a.nd Younger. ~re .. and postive altergatives, present the best
facts, and there is absolutely no reason to not overreactmg agamst all poht1cs hope that Student Government at Xavier
branch has lacked a present and vocal
leader all vear. And not realizing that in
believe that this will help them achieve (~auer), nor are they reacting against will not become a rumor in its own time.
what other before them have failed to alleged· plots against the students
Xavier's structure. any real influence they
...:....rheXavierNews
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trucker. "This delivery's on the official forms."
"Oh, yeah," Fred said, turning the page.
"Yeah. This here Ex-avier University'r'
"Xavier University," Elliott responded.
"With a zzz."
"Yeah, I could use some shuteye myself,"
Fred's companion drawled. "But first, let's get
this stuff squared away. You in charge here?"
he asked Elliott.
.
"I can take a delivery," Elliott stated with
pride. "I'm the sanitation and electromechanical engineer for this building."
"Oh, the janitor," Fred clarified. "Yeah, I
got some display materials here." _
"Who for?" asked Elliott.
"Some special projects committee or other,"
Souls on ice
said Fred's friend, relighting the stub of a
·
week-old cigar.
or
"Oh, yeah," Elliott said. "Must befor'Souls
freeze
on Ice."'
"For whatT' Fred asked, brows raised "iri
By TOM FLYNN
mild surprise.
"'Souls on Ice,"' Fred's companion pointed
out, "is the name on this brochure we got with
the delivery order." With considerable awe,
..If what you say is true, there's nothing to be
the trucker produced the promotional
done about it anyhow," he said. "Time will
come to an end, and that's that."- The Hon. · brochure, a forty-page five-color pamphlet
complete with embossed gold-leaf lettering on
John Amalfi, Mayor of the City of New York
from 2814-4104 AD, in James Blish, Cities in the front cover, a three-dimensional
photograph of several XU Administrators,
Flight: "The Tri1Jmph of Time"
and a pop-up map of Xavier with a little red
McSnead Elliott, a graduate of the Xavier arrow on .a spring to show where the UKniversity Center was. "Here it is," said Fred's budUniversity Classical Languages Department
dy. "'Souls on Ice,' the ultimate social justice
(1939), was busily at work, the work that had
been his career ever since he graduated summa week, is Xavier University's attempt to deal
cum /oude. But his fitful attempts to reglue a with the moral alternatives which may well be
facing Christian stu~ent_s in the-"
broken broom handle that had cracked five
times alreadycame to an. abrupt end when
"Oh, one oft hem SocialJ ustice Programs,"
the crunch of metal biting into reinforced conFred chortled. "Like Black Awareness Week
and Food Week. I remember those. I delivered
crete assaulted his cauliflower ears. He dashed
all sorts of crazy stuff those weeks. Pins, butoutside.
tons, flim cartidge projectors, extra
There, its taligate driven deep into the
microphones-well, you get the idea," conloading dock, sat a large flatbed truck. Two
cluded Fred. "How'd those crazy things go,
burly teamsters stood by the back tires, suranyhow'r'
·
veying the damage with cautious appraisal.
"Oh, they were howling successes,"
Not losing a moment, McSnead Elliott
McSnead Elliott crowed, always happy to put
thundered forward to confront them. "Who's
in a good word for his Alma Mater. "No surgoing to -pay for that?" he raged. As he spoke,
prise, though. It looked to me like all the stuff
one of the truckers probed the edge of the
they were trying to do was a reality before they
loading dock with a foot-the hairline cracks
radiating from the point of impact widened ever tried to do it. You know. Why?Why have
into tiny chasms and the edge of the dock
these programs at aliT' Elliott motioned them
crumbled· onto the taligate in a cloud of ceinside the University Center and began trying
ment dust. "Look at that! I want to know
to fix the cracked broom handle while he conwho'll pay for it!"
.
tinued, "Let me let you boys in on something.
The bigger of the two truckers brushed the
We had Black Awareness Week, and it work~
debris off the now-exposed tailgate and sighed . ed, but so what? The average Muskie was just
in relief. "Don't worry. The gate's hardly
as aware of blacks a year ago as he is now-at
least it looks that way."
scratched."
The other trucker, . whose shirt was
"~ood W~k·was t.he_same way. They tell me
monogrammed Fred, glanced boredly down
Food Week was a howling success too,· but
at his bill of lading and asked Elliott, "this here ·'most everybody I know has eaten food every
Lucky Stella's?"
single day before, during and after that particular program, and I betcha they'd've
"Wrong list, Fred," drawled the other

Hasty

remembered to even without the program to
remind 'em about it."
Fred scratched his head, carefully stomping
the fleas that his scratching evicted from his
scalp. "Gee, that's funny. I'd heard rumors
that . Black Awareness was supposed to
promote racial understanding, and somebody
told me that idea behind Food Week was to
make the kids aware of all the starving babies
in Asia."
Elliott wagged his index finger in correction. "Whoever told you that was a flagrant
liar, a shameless misrepresenter of facts, a
scheming fabricator, and probably even told
you a fib." .
"Boy, that sounds like the kind of guy who'd
sell his own grandmother!" said Fred.
"Watch that kind of talk!" snapped Elliott.
"How do you think my grandson paid to go to
Xavier? Every so often, I sort of miss Alicia-1
digress. I was debunking a vicious rumor.
· Now, look, Fred. The.A.A.S.A. and the Food
Week people are very sensible organizations,
and the people who run them didn't reach such
high office by being dumb, as dumb as you'd
have to be to try bringin' social responsibility
or racial understanding to Xavier. You just
can't do things like that here!"
Fred shook his head, stopping the gesture
quickly as he heard the degree to which the
resultant rattling echoed in the storage room.
"I could'a sworn I had it right, too. Oh wellnow tell e about this 'Soul on Ice' thing."
Fred's pal handed Fred the forty-page, fivecolor pamphlet. Fred read aloud the embossed
gold-leaf cover: " 'S.ouls on Ice.' A Social
Justice Week Sponsored by Ex-avier University.'·"
"That's Xavier, with a zzz." Elliott said
tiredly.
"This'll put you to sleep," said Fred's buddy,
indicating the pamphlet.
"Oh, wow-" Fred read on. He read of displays and dances, fashion shows and fast days,
speakers and debates, symposia, literati, and
all the trappings of the Social Justice Weeks
which leave X. U. so buzzing with activity that
if you close your eyes you can almosta/most-convince yourself that you're
watching a real urban University at work.
Yoti see, "Souls on Ice" was a special Social
Justice Week sponsored by campus Ministry,
Student Government, the Pied Piper, Breen
Lodge, Student Development, the Film Committee, the Social Committee, the Xavier
Players, WVXU-FM, Dads United for
Xavier, and a chain of Louisiana chili parlors.
Its premise:that though Food Week and Black
Awareness Week had been successes, a Social
Justice Week whose content was of more im.mediate ,,r:elevanee to ,contemporary reality
might have an even greater impact on the
·Xavier community.
Essentially, "Souls on Ice" noted the predictions of prominent astrophysicists,

meteorologists, and tea-leaf readers that the
world's climactic balance is beginning a major
shift and that, indeed, a major Ice Age can be
expected in as little as 100.-200 years. The objective of"Souls on Ice" -colloquially known
around Breen Lodge as "Hasty Freeze
Week"-was to discuss the problems that will
face the individual attempting to realize a
Christian lifestyle in the face of a world
catastrophe such as a major Ice Age.
· Plans for the program included: a discussion by members of the Xavier science faculty
at which would be revealed these esteemed
educators' revolutionary conclusion that the
reason for Ice Ages is that things get colder; a
dance in the Armory at which a cord of
firewood would be awarded to the couple doing the best slow dance while chewing raw seal
meat and dressed in yak fur; a panel discussion
on How To Pray During An Ice Age Since If
You Ever Fold Your Hands The Cold Will
Make Them Stick Together; and sales of Eskimo art. Nationally known speakers were to
include luminaries such as Willem Q. Tibbets,
who holds a place in the Guinness Book of
World Records for frostbite; Ulysses David
Treadwell, a retired hollywood special-effects
man who. used to make fake snow for Sergeant
Preston of the Mounties during that
program's location filming in the San Fernando Valley; and Captain Robert. Scott, the
famous Antarctic e~plorer who died in 1912
attempting to return from an ill-starred expedition to the South Pole. (captain Scott was
to appear through the ·courtesy of arcane
specialists attending the Breen Lodge Free
University Course in "Astrology.'')
All these things were planned. They were
supposed to happen. As Fred finished thumbing through the forty-page, five-color folder,
it was still planned that they happen. But"What's the thing you were supposed to
deliver?" asked a now-affable McSnead
Elliott.
"A woolly mammoth," said Fred.
"In a block of ice," added Fred's friend.
"They found it buried in a glacier at the North
Pole. You know, some of those things are so
perfectly preserved that if one ever thawed out
completely, it might wake up. That's why I'm
supposed to deliver it to your main freezers
right away."
"Right away!" cried McSnead Elliott. "But
you've been sitting there reading that
pamphlet for an hour and a half while the sun
beats down on your truck!"
Fred rose in shock. "Cripes! Yeah, I'd better
get that thing in here before-"
Roooooooaaaaaarrrrrr!!!!
Fred looked nervously at his buddy, then
looked McSnead Elliott. in the eye. His voice
cracked, and he muttered a stifled "Oh-oh."
And that's why this long-planned, $152,644,500.27 program never got off the ground.

McCaffrey reflects
on· student government
Mike McCaffrey, Student Body President majority of senators concerning Senate
'74-'75, readily acknowledged, in a recent in- priorities and policies that were never resolvterview, a failure on the part ofthe Senate, the ed. "Maybe one of the problems was the fact
student body's. primary source of representa- that I'm not much of a politician," he said,
tion, to accomplish any significant student "I'm not a recruiter, I couldn't stop the declinprogress. "This year's Senate was . not ing process."
In actuality, McCaffrey's dealings with the
successful because, in order to be successful,
the Senate needs the respect. of the student. Senate should have been minimal since, accorbody," he said. "Senate's only ppwer lies in the ding to the Student Government Constitution,
degree to which students depend on. its his responsibilities are primarily to Student
Government committees and administrative
leadership."
"The Senate members did nothing but react organizations. Yet, due to the ineffectiveness
to others," he continued, "they didn't receive of the original Vice President of the Student
student respect, and therefore, they had titles · Body 1Presiding Officer of the Senate, D11ve
without power." A Senate stripped of power is Ellerbrock, McCaffrey's contact with the
consequently inoperative,· and McCaffrey Senate has been extensive.
Ellerbrock cited Senate preoccupation with
offers this as an explanation for students
choosing to accomplish activities, such as procedure, Jack of strong leadership and
Food Week and the tuition protest, outside minimal executive/legislative cooperation as
Senate channels. "Food Week is a prime ex- reasons for his mid-December resignation. It
ample of what the Senate should have been inust be noted, however, that as presiding officer, he was responsible for solving such
doing all year," he said ..
McCaffrey only reluctantly admitted problems and providing leadership. This
shared responsibility to a 'significant portion' year's Senate has. been clearly marred by such
of the student leadership in the Senate that role abandonment.
A quick examination of the Senate's record
promoted a critical. atmosphere without
themselves initiatillg action. "In other words, reveals a trend which began with former
Senate was all blow and no go," he said. "They senator Tom Schwing's resignation after one
didn't represent, or even, it seemed at times, meeting, due to a 'lack of Senate cooperation,'
attempt to represent student interests." He ad- that can only· be described as 'downhill all the
mitted.some members, although. not all; used way.' Hardly a month passed without some
Senate as an ego trip or a pointonaresume.. senator resigning. In fact, the amount of
However, McCaffrey noted early problems, resignations that occurred at one point or
in connection with a decision he made last another throughout the year equals half the
summer to replace the social committee chair- Senate membership.
In view ofsuch an unstable legislatUre, Me-·
man, which resulted in a breakdown of the
vital trust relationship between himself and carrrey began pushing programs on his own
the leplative members. "e noted, also, basic initiative, at times bypassing Senate approval.
ideolopcal differences between himself and a "I worked on an individual basis because there
............... till .

i:

were no other options open," he said, "I fe.lt,
otherwise, the government would have simply
stagnated." Perhaps the most significant
program accomplished in Student Government this year was tlie Campus Life Study,
continuing into next year, which resulted from
Mccaffrey's own initiative-outside Senate
boundaries. ·
McCaffrey's self-initiated activities received
Senate-wide criticism recently when McCaf-.
frey exploited his power to make a maximum
of a $100 disbursement without Senate approval. McCaffrey made two disbursementsone to the Food Week committee and one to
Campus Ministry with an understanding that
the full S200would be.spcnt for Food Week. A
mini-Watergate situation developed, but the
Senate could not muster enouah steam to pursue it, and the matter died in a true-to-form
manner•

Stall Photo by PAT SAYRES

The record reveals further Senate's inability
to concentrate on a specific question through
to an answer. For example, the Social Committee status took almost three months to
decide, the election "of a new Vice Pres. took
two, and the question of constitutional
reforms is still up in the air.
. These are minor hassles that developed into
major problems. They lend considerable
validity to McCaffrey's comment that "Senate
members proposed nothing of significance
this year, they became a ·simple reactionary
force-not a legislative body."
It seems the big question of the year concerning Senate, is, can next year's Senate recover
the initiative lost this year? This appears
doubtful, although McCaffrey believes it can.
"Potential is the word to remember,"'he said,
... he potential is there, but a clean sweep of
negative attitudes is needed."

Honors
from page 1

program has recently lost 5 women.
Dr. Murrav docs not feel that this is
a general problem,· but that it has
been a proper decision in most of the
individual cases. Murray comments,
"the problem for girls and boys is
whet her the high school has taught
them how to study."
At present. nine incoming
freshmen are enrolled in the H.A.B.
program for next year. This number
compares with the average of 12 or
13. although the number has varied
from 22 to 4 or 5 in the past. Nine
freshmen is not a startling decrease,
Dr. Murray explained, although in a
program as small as the H.A.B.
program. a· drop of a few numbers is
felt.
Overall. Dr. Murray feels the
program is worth the effort put into
it and commented that he felt the
Friday discussion was "rather fruitful." The students are of a similar
opinion and are optimistic that some
constructive work may be accomplished.

this is the first time such n formal
student-initiated proposal has been
presented.
Dr. 1\lurrav. a former H.A.B.. was
able to rec,;gnit.e similarities and
differences within the present
program and former situations. A
great concern of the H.A. B; students
is the lack of encouragement from
fellow H.A.B. students and the lack
of belonging to the X. U. community.
experienced hy commuters, dorm
residents and women in the Honors
program. However. Dr. Murray
pointed out that (with the exception
of women) this situation prevailed
during the time he was a student
when there was also a large number
of commuters and no Marion Hall.
Yet Murray also feels that a strong
sense of community is often lielpful
to the H .A. B.
A difference Dr. Murray noted is
the lack ofpreparationamongentering freshmen for the "real hard digging" that is needed in the first year" of
the H.A.B. program. "It is riotjust
the Latin background-the disparity
power. All tools must be used to
is across the hoard."
The proposal indicates a concern create understanding of the longfor the "high mortality rate" of range black situation.
Bennett emphasized that blacks as
women in the program. There are 8
women in the program now, with 2
incoming freshmen; however, the

Bennet
from page 1

blacks have something to say and do
that no one else can accomplish.
Freedom will not result from
idleness, but rather as a result of
work on the part of all blacks. If
blacks work ·from day to day,
Bennett foresees that this channeling
of the latent strengths of the weak
giant·will bring about a transformation of the blacks themselves as well
as the country.
Ms. Marva Moore made presentations, awarding Miss Quanata
Blackmon and Miss Yvette Asque
for their dedication and work during
Black Awareness Week. Antonio
Johnson received a plaque for his
dedication and committment to
"Black pride, dignity, and progress."
Vice-Mayor William Chenault
welcomed Mr. Bennett to Cincinnati, and presented him with the key
to the city. Also seated on stage were
Herbert Brown, president of the
.Ohio Black Political Assembly, and
Antonio Johnson, AASA president.

argument 'of "triage" or g1vmg up
hope of solving the hunger problem.
Clark emphasized that the answer to
the problem does not lie merely in
sending more food assistance to
nations threatened with famine, but
rather in helping the underdeveloped countries of the world increase their own agricultural
production and reduce their own
populations.
In other highlights of Food Day
programming, Mr. Joseph Holland
of the Washington, DC-based
Center of Concern addressed a
group Thtirsday afternoon on the
complexity of economic forces
which have. provoked the hunger
problem, pointing out the power Of
food to cope with economic
situations. Members of the XU student body participated in a liturgy
on the mall last Thursday afternoon,
and a voluntary fast was conducted,
with money being used to alleviate
local hunger.

Clark
from page 1·

Greek
from page 2

ensured that 70% of this year's aid
must go to those most-distressed
countries listed by the United
Nations. Clark's final admonition
was a caution against buying the

field behind Kuhlman Hall. Wednesday night is TV night at Tuckers with
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1 II F POWER ELITE is alive and well and livingatthe
l'il'd Pi •r.
\\'.\:'\rED: Witness to accident in Main Parking lot:
P~o'L'urcd Tuesday April MApprox. 6:50P.M. Please call
:~5-.1X2.1 or X61·22t\6.
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4 W. FOURTH
TAl-COUNTY CENTER
KENWOOD PLAZA
HYDE PARK SQUARE
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ALIVE? - We offer a one-year opportunity to come Alive. Live and work
among the sick ·and poor people in
America. Share education and talents.
Learn from community and cultural
experiences. Develop philosophy of
Service. Live on.•stipend. Challenged? .
Write: Sister Monica, 2335 Fairview
Avenue, Ci~cinnati, Ohio 45219.

Let's Make A Deal at 8:30, Arm
Wrestling at 9:00 and Men's Go-Go
Contest at 12:00 midnight.
Friday is Picnic Day, beginning
with Pyramid Building at 1:30 P.M ..
At 2:00 will be the Horseshoe Pitch
and Body Painting Contest and at
2:30. the Wheelbarrow and Sack
Races. These will take place in the
Stadium. The traditional FacultyStudent Softball Game will be at
3:00 Friday afternoon. Friday evening at 8:00 P.M. the X.U. Players
will present the musical comedy
Guys imd Dolls in the Theatre.

Electloo.s
from page 1
Two unchallenged candidates will
assume seats on the University
Senate, junior Mary Henkel
representing Arts and Sciences .Jorm
students and Ray Lebowski the
Business dorm students. N9
petitions were filed for the Business
commuters seat on the Senate.
There was a similarlackofcontest
for the · various class offices up for
election. Dan Hosch and Joe Rozier
are· the unopposed President-VP
candidates for the class of 1976; with
Reid Rooney and Tom Tracy the
class representatives. The new President and Vice-President.' for next
year's junior Class are Charles Burn8 ·
and Charles Bentley, while the unchallenged Frank Bolmeyer and
Ann Dahm.are the two top officers
fo~ next year's sophomore class.

CHIROPRACTIC
. A Dynamic. and ·

~
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For. information on career opportunities within the Chiropractic
Profession fill in and mail to: Chiro~ractic Career, Hamilton County
Chiropractic Association, Suite 207, 10948 Reading Road, Cincinnati,
Ohio, 45241.
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Hod\'. E.D.

B \l'ER. I hear you're running for Pres. of Student
'tlllh' . .J.C.
I >I R 1'\' DOG: Go dance with your socks. but be home

PHONE NO •••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••

COLLEGE ATTENDING •••••••••• Grad. D~te ••••••

~-.lrl\'! ~1om

Hans.
I I 0: Being a Lover Machi nc really hurts your
_\l111her! Mom Uans
_I_O,Y: Uow's vour Huunta.

I ! >R I"H E HODY I' AI NTI NG CONTEST: I'll donate
~IJ'

hod\' to anv twn wings interested. Jovce.

l'll'K DOOR HJ02 for a real Zonk. Montie Hall.
'il I' .II M DONLIN do his thing in the men's go-go
~-~~nlc.!~l. Wed. night at Tucker'!-~:.
IIIU OFF CAMI'US DANCE: "Glory that should
h.n!: hccn Grca!-le" Sat. Mav 10.
HlR SALE: '73 Volkswagen. Call 7XI-4061.

.apri I :1.'/--.25
HASSAN MOTORS, INC.
3813 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
531 5500

100Jo OFF
on all· service and parts to
X.U. students and faculty
with identification cards.

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
Let us help you:

Prieot~

Brothero
lt.bmen Rei i~iOU5

PLAN AHEAD

To ·eecome a CPA ·

THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE
COLUMBUS

CINCINNATI·
· CLEVE!.AND
DAXTON

You don't have to be rich to own a diamond.
These preci~us jewels co.me in all sizes, shapes and prices.
Let us show you our wide and glowing selection.
We'll help you select a dazzling diamond that burns
with brilliant fire. It won't devastate your budget.
But it will make your life much richer.

v.c...
Sollhllre
Spitc:181 at
1f10.••
Regular 2so.•o

·614-224·3290
513·651:4487
.216-696·0969
513·426·50.87.
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FOR RICHER OR POORER, WE'LL GIVE
YOU THE BEST POSSIBLE DIAMOND BUY

DISCOUNT
TO ALL
XAVIER
STUDENTS

&05 Race Street
Cincinnati. otiio
tel: 621·0704

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED
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